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Blog post

Embracing the evolution of experiential: The top 10 global event trends & innovations 

In episode 1 of 3, Augeo leaders discuss the power of experiential events.
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Blog post

Embracing the evolution of experiential: The critical role of event technology & data-fueled insights    

In episode 2 of 3, discover how event technology and data-fueled insights can amplify your next personalized and immersive experiential event.
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Blog post

Embracing the evolution of experiential: The impact of AI in revolutionizing attendee journeys 

In episode 3 of 3, learn how early adopters of AI tools are enjoying a strategic advantage.
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Blog post

From AI to Authenticity: Brand advocacy strategies to drive long-term engagement  

Strengthen your message, build trust and drive growth by leveraging employee advocacy. 
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How to make every day Employee Appreciation Day

Transform a day of celebration into a new way of working through recognition, rewards and advocacy.
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Blog post

Experience centers & the impact of immersion on strengthening brand connections

These centers transcend the conventional boundaries of retail or office spaces, driving more profound and emotional connections between individuals and the brands they engage with.
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Blog post

Reshaping consumer rewards & experiences through digital asset innovation 

In this session, Augeo CMO & President, Workplace Engagement Juli Gilbert and Kigo CEO Peter Schultze explore how shareable rewards and digital assets are transforming engagement experiences to meet the rapidly evolving expectations of diverse consumers worldwide. 
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Blog post

5 ways to strengthen brand affinity with DEIB & CSR initiatives

Amplify the impact of equality and sustainability solutions through your loyalty program. 
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Blog post

Fostering workplace connection & employee engagement through authenticity

Explore 4 strategies to help you foster workplace connection and employee engagement through authenticity.
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